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President’s Letter
From my diary of recent travel in Croatia,
Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and
Slovenia, dictated into my
iPhone: “Are intrepid guide said that the
Croatian garment had given priority to Ben
Rose since most poorest come with their own
cars. The superhighway engine soon after we
enter in Bosnia.” That was meant to be
“Our Intrepid [Tours] guide said the
Croatian government had given priority
to
building
roads
since
most tourists come with their own cars. The
superhighway ended soon after
we entered Bosnia.” Now for what may seem
to be an unrelated story:

conference. Webster's Dictionary's first and
only general definition is “Anything that is
fair or equitable,” and “equitable” is
“characterized by equity; fair; just.” I asked
one keynote speaker what “equity”
meant. She said something like
“Interdependence with respect for all.” I
asked the other keynote speaker. He
said something like “Ensuring each child has
what is necessary to learn.” I asked our new
Secretary of Education. He said his agency
had no definition.
My point is that communication can be very
difficult even when everyone thinks they are
speaking the same language. Had I phoned
my travel comment to someone who is a little
deaf like I am, or over a bad connection, what
they thought I said might be more like the
iPhone's version than what I actually
said. The hearer would be left wondering
what the Croatian government had to do
with someone named Ben Rose (a past
Executive Director of the Green Mt. Club).

In October I spent two days at the annual
conference of the Vermont School Boards
Association (because I chair the relatively
new Taconic and Green Regional School
District,
serving
nine
towns around Manchester). Its theme was All
Our Kids: Designing for Equity and
Opportunity. “Equity” is a buzzword in
Vermont educational circles,
invoked
frequently
at
t h e Continued on the following page…
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President’s Letter, continued…
Even worse is the problem with “equity.” “Interdependence
with respect for all” does not necessarily translate
into ensuring children have what they need to learn, nor vice
versa. Spending hours discussing equity without know what it
means can be futile.
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So what is the religious significance of others not hearing the
same words we think we are saying or the same word meaning
different things to different people? Well, take the UUA's
frequent descriptions of Unitarian Universalism as “the
uncommon denomination” or “our faith.” Some
may understand the unfamiliar word “denomination” as
the more familiar “nomination” and be baffled. Those who
do understand “denomination” may take it to mean only a
variety of Protestantism, may assume all Protestants believe in
God generally and the Trinity in particular, and may doubt
if visiting us is worthwhile. If they are atheists or agnostics, or
if they are theists but regard the Father, the Son and the Holy
Ghost as mumbo-jumbo, they probably will not think we are
any t h ing s p e c ial . Th e re ' s a s imil ar p ro b l e m w i t h
“faith.” Webster's first definition is “unquestioning belief.” To
many if not most people, faith is the opposite of logic. Hearing
that we are a “faith,” who would guess that the UUA's Fourth
Principle is “A free and responsible search for truth and
meaning”? But if we called ourselves a separate
“religion” (which I think we have become), might some think
it grandiose?
Is there a solution? Please sent your comments to the
Editor, cbelas@gmail.com. If you want a service on this topic,
please also tell me, hogden@vermontel.net, and Rev.
Barbara, brthreet@gmail.com.

“When we fully understand the brevity of life, its fleeting joys
and unavoidable pains; when we accept the facts that all men
and women are approaching an inevitable doom: the
consciousness of it should make us more kindly and
considerate of each other. This feeling should make men and
women use their best efforts to help their fellow travelers on
the road, to make the path brighter and easier as we journey on.
It should bring a closer kinship, a better understanding, and a
deeper sympathy for the wayfarers who must live a common life
and die a common death.”
-Clarence Darrow
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From Reverend Barbara’s Desk…
I write this for the November newsletters of
both the UU Church of Rutland and the UU
Congregation of Glens Falls, about a
critically important event: the mid-term
elections on November 6th.
Most of us have
been following
p o l i t i c a l
developments
in our country
quite closely,
some
for
decades and
some only for
the past few
years. Most of
us have strong
opinions on a
variety of issues
or candidates:
on some of
them, we UUs
tend to have
s i m i l a r
opinions and on
others we diverge considerably. One of the
things we agree on just by being UUs is our
fifth principle, which says we affirm and
promote “the right of conscience and the
use of the democratic process within our
congregations and in society at large”. A
bedrock of democracy is the right to vote.
The refrain “This is the most important year
ever to get out and vote” has been sung
before, and I don’t know that 2018 can be
declared The Most Important – only
hindsight can tell us that – but I do know it
is very important. So, a brief story:
Martin Niemöller was born in Germany in
1892. As a young man, he joined the
German Navy, and at the outbreak of World
War I, he was assigned to a U-boat,
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eventually becoming its commander. The
Armistice Agreement, which took effect on
November 11, 1918, stated that German
commanders were to turn over their Uboats to England, but Niemöller and several
o t h e r
commanders
refused, and so
w
e
r
e
discharged.
A few years
later,
he
e n t e r e d
seminary and
became
a
L u t h e r a n
minister. He
was a supporter
of the Third
Reich
for
several years,
but in 1934,
when he and a
few other
church officials
met with Hitler to discuss state pressure on
churches, he realized that his phone had
been tapped by the Gestapo, and that the
Pastor’s Emergency League, which he had
helped found, was under surveillance. This
meeting began to shift his thinking, and he
came to oppose the rise of the Nazis. After
the war, Niemöller was among the first to
openly talk about the complicity of the
German people – and of himself – in the
Holocaust, publishing a book about that
complicity and later speaking about it
publicly. He died in 1984.
Niemöller is most widely known for a short
poem he wrote.
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From Reverend
Barbara’s Desk,
continued…
The words have appeared in many ways,
altered to name different groups that have
been subjected to persecution, but here’s his
original:
First they came for the socialists, and I
did not speak out—because I was not a
socialist.
Then they came for the trade unionists,
and I did not speak out— because I was not a
trade unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did
not speak out—because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me—and there was
no one left to speak for me.
This election does matter. If the issue or
candidate you support is likely to win anyhow,
your voice will give a stronger mandate. If the
issue or candidate seems likely to lose
regardless of your vote, your voice lets it be
known that there are some who disagree. And
if the issue or candidate is hanging in the
balance, your vote might help tip that balance.
Your vote matters: your voice matters. The
voices of your family, your friends, your coworkers matter. Encourage others to vote –
and vote yourself. Use this gift. VOTE!
Shalom and Salaam,
Rev. Barbara
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Announcements
CIRCLE DINNERS IN NOVEMBER
Circle dinners are being organized for
November 9th, 10th and 11th; Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. These events are
hosted in private homes where the guests
bring the food, the fun and the good
company. Hosts choose how many they can
accommodate. We would like to have a
child -friendly site as well as possibly an
early afternoon sitting. Let, Ruth, Kapi or
Luther know your interests.

November Birthdays
22nd: Anna Tally
26th: Kate Taylor
Best wishes to you…
and all other November birthdays!

COMMUNITY SOCIAL
The Pastoral Care Committee will be
sponsoring a UUCR community potluck dessert
social on Saturday, December 8 from
2pm-3:30pm at the church. Please contact
Marsha Roy, Chairman, at 773-9014 or at
frostharbor@yahoo.com, or sign up after
church services on November 25th and
December 2nd. Please bring your favorite
treats, if at all possible!

Saxton Freymann, above, and Joost Elffers, below,
who created all the artwork in this issue! Check out
their book, “How Are You Peeling?”
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ABOUT THE PHOTOS…
In this issue, we celebrate food and feelings
with the fantastic art of Saxton Freymann and
Joost Elffers. What better encapsulation of the
Thanksgiving season?We offer Joost and
Saxton our sincere appreciation for lending
their beauty and visual concept to our humble
newsletter.
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Poet’s Corner
GUEST HOUSE
by Rumi
This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
As an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture,
still treat each guest honorably.
He may be clearing you out
for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice,
meet them at the door laughing,
and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes,
because each has been sent
as a guide from beyond.
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UU Church of Rutland
Minutes of Board of Trustees
September 10, 2018
Board Members Present: Diane Sander,
Theresa Krieger, Herb Ogden, Jim Haley,
Joan Eckley, Rev. Barbara Threet
Board Members Absent: Yvonne Brunot,
Rebecca Mattis
Secretary's Report: Motion Joan Eckley/
Diane Sander to accept the minutes of August
12. Passed unanimously.
Treasurer's Report: Pre-buy done on heating
oil. Appointment set up on Wednesday with
accounting firm; they are set up on Quick
Books and hopefully they can do the books
for September. A bill went out to Little
Harry's for parking. We got another rent
check from the
daycare.
President's Report:
Cathy Archer has
resigned from the
Sunday Service
Committee. Herb
appointed Theresa
Krieger to the
Sunday Service
Committee. Motion
Diane Sander/ Jim
Haley to confirm
nomination. Passed.
Still trying to coordinate the AV instruction
with Tim Abraham. Discovered during the
Pullman presentation by the NAACP that
there needs to be more detail. JP went to the
Methodist church sale but didn't find
anything useful. Sunday Service Committee
discussed having facilitator do a sound check
with the speaker before each service.
Minister's Comments: Kudos to Theresa for
taking on Welcoming Congregation. Pastoral
care has chosen dates for their holiday pot
luck on December 8th and cookie baskets will
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be given out on December 16th. Membership
is working on dates for circle dinners.
Buildings And Grounds: Kathy Harm got an
estimate from Magic Brush Painting for
having the windows painted that are hard to
access. It's not clear and we will ask for
clarification. If it's for what we think it's a
reasonable estimate. Does not include
removing the lexan and replacing it. We don't
really need it replaced. It is cloudy but intact,
though it might not hold up much longer at
all or if it's removed for the painting. We
need more information. Herb will ask Kathy
to get back to them for more information and
to find out if we can use the cherry picker for
the lexan. Herb will contact Magic Brush
himself if she's away. Diane will ask Tejal to
get quotes for the glass from Royals and from
Portland Glass. The Floor: Mike didn't
quite understand the
plan. He was
supposed to paint
the darker base and
Jim was going to
sponge with the
lighter color. But
the sponging Mike
tried to do didn't
work. He painted
the whole floor that
color. Should we
sponge an even
lighter color?
Decided to leave it
as is. This won't make a difference in the
durability of the floor. Stove: Sara hasn't
responded about pricing the stove. Best
Appliance would be willing to give us
something for it. Rebecca is away till the end
of September. So Herb will talk to Ed about
our plan to ask Best for their best offer and
we will take what they offer as long as they
take it away when they deliver the new one.
Herb or Ed will contact Best to confirm they
will remove the old stove. New Tenant:
Margaret Francoeur and Jody from Horizons
have a meeting set up to talk about sharing
the space.
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UUCR Board Minutes, continued…
RE Policy: Herb will ask the RE Committee to
send us proposed wording for a policy update.
Old Business
Motion Joan Eckley /Diane Sander to
•
confirm Theresa as chair of Welcoming
Congregation Task Force. Passed
Unanimously.
Motion Diane Sander /Joan Eckley to
•
appoint Sherri Durgin Campbell as
Social Justice Coordinator. Passed
Unanimously
Tejal is willing to take over updating
•
the webpage. Tim will need to go over
stuff with her. Herb will contact Tim
and ask him to suggest a way to set up
the page so we can access it.
New Business
“Claiming our Spiritual Leadership”
•
session offered by UUA in Woodstock
10/27. Herb plans to go and is willing
to register anyone else who wants to
go.
NAACP sponsorship- Motion Theresa
•
Krieger/ Joan Eckley to empower Herb
to approve sponsorship of events with
the NAACP that are consistent with our
principles and our calendar. Passed.
For meetings we previously approved
•
letting them use the space in return for
just utilities. If they take us up on this
we will have Herb ask them what they
think is fair. About an hour of Mike's
time would be involved.
Proposal to change to waiving the
•
standard rental fee and charge for
utilities and custodial time. Perhaps a
summer and a winter rate would be
appropriate. We will review the fee
schedule again at the next meeting. The
change is that we need a figure for
utilities charge and that we'll ask for
money for custodial time.
Mindful Journey's request for an ad:
•
We don't do advertising in our
newsletter.
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•
•

Review of Policy changes: Added the
church phone greeting will announce
cancellations of services if possible.
Will add resolution about Syrian
refugees to the list of resolutions.

Respectfully Submitted,
Theresa Krieger
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Upcoming Services:

November

November 4th: Joe Kraus
“Project Vision”
One Town’s innovative response to decline
and addiction. This will be a brief overview
of how Project Vision came to be, what it has
achieved and the challenges that remain.
N o v e m b e r
11th: Barbara Threet
“To Be a Patriot Now”
Thomas Paine wrote,
“These are the times that
try men’s soul”. We may
be rejoicing on November
11th, five days after midterm elections, or we may
be cringing. I do believe
UUs can be - must be! strongly patriotic, but
what does that mean in
our current political
climate?
November 18th: Frederike Keating
“Doubt and Ignorance – Lessons from
Medicine”
Spiritual practice can be a way to cope with
uncertainty and doubt. In my practice of
medicine, I see a desire for certainty every
day. But over time it has become apparent to

m
e
t h a t
doubt
i
s
more
prevalent than certainty in medicine.
Through the ages, healers
have approached the
search for certainty in
different but related ways,
often projecting
confidence even in the
presence of ignorance,
and rarely professing that
ignorance -- because
doubt and ignorance is
not what we seek when we
go to doctors, is it?
N o v e m b e r
25th: Sunday Service
Committee
“The Poetry of
Gratitude”
This time of year is associated with
appreciation for what we count as important
in our lives. Historically, it was the harvest
but has broadened to include much more. If
you have a poem that you’d like to read,
please contact Kathy Harm
(kjharm@gmail.com or Nancy Weis
(nweis@shoreham.net).
December 2nd: Michelle Gallo (UU
Glens Falls)
"Voices in the Wilderness:
Celebrating Advent in Troubled
Times."
This service will explore the historical roots
of the season of Advent, its spiritual
significance, and what its place might be in
our Unitarian Universalist lives today.
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Upcoming
Events
November 4th

RE Sunday

November 9th, 10th Circle Dinners
and 11th
November 18th

Peter Griggs concert

November 18th

Soulful Singles

December 8th

Dessert Social, sponsored by Pastoral Care Committee
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